HOME & GARDEN

Do You Believe in Fairies?
...then build them a garden!
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Where Will Your Garden Be?

Fairy gardens can be arranged in a small area
under a tree in your yard or built from scratch in a
Rubbermaid tub, half whiskey barrel or any other
large planter or pot.

Where Will The Fairies Live?

You can build a little house or shelter for your
fairies from scratch, buy pre-made miniatures (make
sure they are weather resistant), or my favourite affix a door and some windows to an old stump
or living tree that only the Little People can pass
through. Fairies don’t need many amenities, but they
like somewhere warm and dry to lay low when the
weather is inclement.

Select Your Plants

Flowers that attract butterflies and hummingbirds
will often attract fairies as well. Fairies feel at home in
wild spaces that aren’t too manicured. Moss, low lying
creeping thyme (‘elfin’ thyme is rather appropriate!),
or the small delicate flowers of Irish moss (Sagina
subulata - not really a moss at all) make a great base
planting. You can accent these with chives, pansies
or violets, wild strawberry, lavender or foxglove for
sunny areas. In a shadier area you can use mosses
or pennyroyal as a ground cover, and complement
them with shade tolerant violets and native woodland plants such
as wild columbine, ferns or trillium. Yarrow, aster, coreopsis and
primrose are all loved by fairies as well.
If you are planning your Fairy Garden under a tree or anywhere
not contained in a pot, be careful to select plants that are not
invasive and itching to take over your garden. Sticking to plants
native to your region is a good way to ensure this doesn’t happen.
The pollinators we want to attract to our gardens prefer native
plants and so do the fairies.
If you are concerned about your fairies’ wardrobe consult
the classic Flower Fairies, by Cicely Mary Barker, for the types of
flowers to plant so that your friends may be fashionably clothed.
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Believe

Sing a song, recite a poem, invite the fairies to their new home.
If you don’t have anywhere to put a fairy garden, you can build
temporary fairy or gnome homes in a natural area near you with
found objects. You may not get to visit them as often but they
will still be appreciated by the magical creatures of the woods and
likely other children and adults stumbling across them as well.
(For inspiration see www.themagiconions.com/2013/08/makegnome-homes-in-the-woods.html)
The Little People are known to be very mischievous but rarely
seen. You’ll know they are around when things go missing, objects
are rearranged without your doing, shimmery trails grace the
ground, or the wind carries a soft tinkling of laughter in it. If you
want to meet one you must invoke them. Reciting this poem may
help:

Faery Folk, Faery Folk, Faeries & the Fee
Give me the sight so that I may see
I come with a light heart feeling happy & gay
(please) Show yourself to me on this day

o you believe in fairies? Kind of like ghosts, I’m not sure if I do - but I’m pretty sure I’ve
seen them before...I just file them in the Unexplained Mysteries folder of my brain and
try not to over-analyze it. Many different Peoples around the world tell stories about the
“Little People,” giving them names like Pixie, Leprechaun, Brownie, or Tomten. Native North
Americans believed in Little People as well and called them Nimerigar (Shoshone), Nirumbee
(Crow), Memegwesi (Anishinaabe), Mannegishi (Cree), or Ishigaq (Inuit). A great way to invite the Little
People into your life and share in the magic with your children is to build a Fairy Garden together.
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Embellish Your Garden

Get your creative cap on and add miniature tables and a
chair, a hammock, a pond made of a seashell, a tea set made of
acorn tops, or any other items you think a fairy may want to have
around. Pre-made miniatures can be purchased for this part too
but that’s not much fun is it? Instead, why don’t you go for a walk
in the woods and see what forgotten fairy objects you can find
and collect to bring home to your garden.

For some great photos of fairy gardens and to enter your
garden for some magical prizes check out the Magic Onions’
annual Fairy Garden Contest:
www.themagiconions.com/fairy-gardens
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